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The top weekly publication in the nineteenth-century United States, Harper’s Weekly, 
faced a new challenge after it had survived the Civil War: what would keep readers 
subscribing to the periodical in peacetime?  To maintain their remarkably large 
readership, the editors looked southward and produced abundant content about the 
Reconstruction South for its primarily Northeastern readership.  A noteworthy portion of 
that content was a series of powerful illustrated articles known as “Pictures of the South,” 
which ran from April to October 1866.  Seasoned war correspondents Alfred R. Waud 
and Theodore R. Davis travelled through the rapidly rebuilding South on behalf of 
Harper’s Weekly, sending captivating sketches to be engraved and riveting reports to be 
shared with a distant readership.  Their articles cover crucial Reconstruction events like 
the Memphis Massacre and the New Orleans Massacre, thus shaping the national 
narrative about the terror that newly emancipated African Americans experienced in the 
South.  Waud and Davis also shared striking lifestyle pieces that reveal the South to be 
full of diverse characters and experiences, far richer than the stereotypes many 
Northeastern readers held.  Together, Waud’s and Davis’s reporting creates a story of the 
South as a region in the contested political period of Reconstruction.  Today, that 
coverage enhances our understanding of a complicated and convoluted era that is 
increasingly seen as crucial in American history. 
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Introduction 
On April 22, 1865, readers of Harper’s Weekly, the top national weekly of the 
period, opened the issue to see an editorial that asked the question “What next?”  Editor 
George William Curtis was likely reeling alongside his fellow Americans as the nation’s 
horrific Civil War came to a close with much left unresolved.  He knew that his readers 
worried whether the government’s “normal and tranquil operation” could be restored and 
knew that the debates to make that dream a reality were only beginning.1  To make 
matters worse for Curtis, his periodical was at a critical juncture not unlike the crossroads 
the United States itself faced.  How would a periodical that had weathered the war by 
reporting on battles remain relevant once the conflict ended?  Would the publication 
retain its national reach in the face of a nation that seemed uncertain about how to stitch 
itself back together?  And, likely on the forefront of Curtis’s mind, what content would 
retain his astounding 100,000 subscribers to keep the periodical afloat?2   Both Harper’s 
Weekly and the nation it served faced a new phase of their histories.  How they both 
answered Curtis’s “What Next?” are intertwined stories that reveal tensions and 
uncertainties about how to reincorporate the former Confederate states into a nation and a 
national periodical.   
We are now 150 years past this troubled time known as Reconstruction, and yet 
the era remains one Henry Louis Gates Jr. has called “one of the least understood 
chapters in American History.”3  Unwieldy and difficult to distill, the period of 
 
1 “What Next?” Harper’s Weekly, April 22, 1865. 
2 Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1850-1865, Vol. 2, 3rd ed. (Boston, 
Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 1957), 476. 
3 Reconstruction: America after the Civil War, produced by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., aired April 9, 2019 on 
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Reconstruction eludes simple summary and straightforward analysis; in fact, discussing 
Reconstruction can be so tricky that it remains greatly understudied compared to the 
superabundance of scholarship on the Civil War.  Its rich and riddled historiographic 
record dates back nearly to the period itself.  Mired by debates about President Andrew 
Johnson, racism from the Dunning School,4  and revisionist overestimations of progress 
made by African Americans (to name only a few obstacles), Reconstruction 
historiography wobbled for its first 100 years.5  At the centennial anniversary of 
Reconstruction, historians thought it most correct to offer “a skeptical view of the entire . 
. . enterprise,” wondering if anything of great consequence had really taken place.  If the 
New South retained many patterns of exploitation established in the Old South, then what 
was the point of studying the period? 6 
Longtime Columbia historian Eric Foner provided a resounding answer to that 
question in 1988 when he produced one of the most important works on Reconstruction. 
His Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 seemed to close over a 
century of debate about how the time following the Civil War should be defined and 
 
KPBS, https://www.kpbs.org/news/2019/apr/04/reconstruction-america-after-civil-war/. 
4 The Dunning School is an outdated branch of Reconstruction history named after William Archibald 
Dunning, who published and taught about the time period at Columbia University to a loyal circle of 
followers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.  Generously defined, the school frames the 
Radical Republicans’ efforts to change the South as wrongful federal intervention that was only ended 
when control was rightfully returned to White southerners (John David Smith and J. Vincent Lowery, 
editors, The Dunning School: Historians, Race, and the Meaning of Reconstruction.  (Lexington: 
University of Kentucky Press, 2013), 2).  More recently, Historian David Levering Lewis has called 
Dunning the “high priest of the regnant dogma in Reconstruction writing,” which dubs Reconstruction “the 
decade of federal intervention in the South as a ‘tragic era’ of Negro misrule” (David Levering Lewis, 
W.E.B. Du Bois: A Biography (New York: Holt Paperbacks, 2009), 251). 
5 Recounting the entire historiography is beyond the scope of this essay.  For a more comprehensive 
summary of traditional Reconstruction historiography, see Eric Foner, “Reconstruction Revisited,” Reviews 
in American History 10 (December 1982): 82–100.   
6 Eric Foner, “Reconstruction Revisited,” Reviews in American History 10 (December 1982), 83. 
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discussed.  Foner tells how black and white Americans coped with the great changes that 
swept the nation after the Civil War, including the economic and political 
enfranchisement of African Americans; the societal restructuring of the South; and the 
role of northerners, violence, and migration. The work has endured, and the positions that 
Foner posits have spread to classrooms as the normative way to interpret Reconstruction.  
The work was so impressive that Foner’s contemporary Michael Perman asked, “What is 
left to be done?”7 
Yet the debates about Reconstruction have not cooled since Foner’s history and 
have in fact expanded in time and geography.8  In the last five years alone, scholars 
across the humanities have embraced the fortuitous sesquicentennials and overcome the 
intellectual hurdles needed to reconsider the fraught period.  American Literary History, 
for example, ran a special issue in fall 2018 to call attention to recent literary-focused 
scholarship on Reconstruction.  In that issue, editor Gordon Hutner commended “a 
nucleus of scholars [that] has been revisiting the period and committing a great deal of 
industry and intelligence toward uncovering its critical exigencies in ways previous 
generations of Americanists had missed.”9  Benefitting from recent scholarship and 
scholarly attention on a contentious era, I am able to ask my own questions about the 
media environment of time period—specifically, how did Harper’s Weekly navigate 
 
7 Michael Perman, "Eric Foner's Reconstruction: A Finished Revolution," Reviews in American History 17, 
no. 1 (1989), 78. 
8 Works like David Blight’s 2001 Race and Reunion and Steven Hahn’s 2003 A Nation Under Our Feet 
proved that the conversation around Reconstruction could be carried into the twenty first century, and that 
the rich and complex narrative of Reconstruction was far from decided.  More recently, scholarship has 
looked westward to see how Reconstruction shaped settlement in the West.  See Elliott West’s 2009 The 
Last Indian War and his 2017 article “Reconstruction in the West” in The Journal of the Civil War Era. 
9 Gordon Hutner, “Reenvisioning Reconstruction: An Introduction,” American Literary History, 30, No. 3 
(Fall 2018), 403. 
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some of the earliest years of Reconstruction, especially the height of Presidential 
Reconstruction in 1866?  In what ways did the periodical recreate itself after the Civil 
War to remain read and relevant?   
In order to examine the Harper’s Weekly coverage during this formative period, it 
is useful to consider how the publication grappled with the Southern region that was 
reentering the Union, and potentially the readers who lived there.  To focus that inquiry, I 
consider a series of illustrated articles by A. R. Waud and T. R. Davis, who travelled 
through the rapidly rebuilding South from 1866-67 and reported on their adventures and 
impressions for Harper’s Weekly.  This tour does not represent all the content Harper’s 
Weekly published about the South in the years following the Civil War, nor does it 
represent everything Waud and Davis published, but it does represent the publication’s 
most comprehensive, sustained effort to show readers multiple locales in the South, 
creating a story of what the region looked like for its readers.   
Though many historians and literary scholars rely on Harper’s Weekly as a 
primary source, few have asked historical and literary questions about the periodical 
itself.10  It seems no scholar has studied Harper’s Weekly in the same deliberate manner 
 
10 Scholars from history and literature frequently draw on Harper’s Weekly for rich primary sources.  
Several literary scholars rely on Harper’s Weekly to find and analyze examples of serialized literature. (For 
an example, see Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge, “The Transatlantic Moonstone: A Study of the 
Illustrated Serial in Harper’s Weekly” in Victorian Periodicals Review 42, no. 3 (2009): 207-243.  See also 
Valerie DeBrava, “The Offending Hand of War in Harper’s ‘Weekly’” in American Periodicals 11 (2001): 
49-64).  Literary scholars aren’t the only ones who are drawn to the content in Harper’s Weekly, though.  
Historians often cite the periodical’s non-fiction and eye-catching illustrations as examples of how 
periodicals represented contemporary society, culture, and events.  (See Karin L. Zipf, “Imagining a Cotton 
South: Illustrations from New York’s Popular Press, 1854-1888” in The Georgia Historical Quarterly 80, 
no. 2 (1996): 49-64.  See also Gib Prettyman, “Harper’s ‘Weekly’ and the Spectacle of Industrialization” in 
American Periodicals: A Journal of History, Criticism, and Bibliography 11, no. 1 (2001): 24-48.  
Additionally, see Cynthia Empen, “Public and Exposed: The Female Body Imaged in American Visual 
Culture, 1848-1875” [PhD diss, Indiana University, 2003]). Finally, scholars from both literature and 
history not only analyze the content of Harper’s Weekly to understand the world around it, but also to 
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others have studied monthly peer periodicals like The Atlantic or The Century.11  This 
lack of scholarly activity could be due to the fact that “a devastating fire destroyed the 
Harper building and everything in it” in 1853, thus obliterating many of the important 
documents that researchers might find useful to study the firm’s creation.  Even after the 
firm rebuilt, what was saved across the book publishing operation and multiple 
magazines was haphazard, and the remaining mixed records make isolating information 
about Harper’s Weekly specifically challenging.12  Nonetheless, I maintain that even 
without helpful historical documents and financial records, a close reading of what those 
editors and dollars produced can lead to meaningful analysis. 
Due to the dearth of existing scholarship on the publication, I am not entering the 
scholarly conversation by building on the work of a Harper’s Weekly expert; rather, I 
hope to provide close study about the publication so many take for granted, revealing 
what Harper’s Weekly had to do to remain relevant after the Civil War.  To do so, I 
merge methodologies from the fields of literature and history to create a more 
comprehensive portrayal of the publication.  The interdisciplinary approach provides me 
 
understand its world—the publishing industry in the nineteenth century.  (For scholarship about authorship 
and literary production that features Harper’s Weekly, see Ronald Weber, Hired Pens: Professional Writers 
in America’s Golden Age of Print (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1997); Sharon M. Harris, Blue 
Pencils & Hidden Hands (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2004), and Jo Ann Early Levin, “The 
Golden Age of Illustration: Popular Art in American Magazines, 1850-1925” (PhD diss, University of 
Pennsylvania, 1980.  For scholarship about the business of nineteenth-century publishing related to 
Harper’s Weekly, see Eric Lupfer’s “The Business of American Magazines” and Susan Belasco’s “The 
Cultural Work of National Magazines” both in The Industrial Book, 1840-1880 (Chapel Hill: North 
Carolina University Press, 2010), as well as Heather A. Haveman’s Magazines and the Making of America 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015)). 
11 See, respectively, Ellery Sedgwick’s The Atlantic Monthly, 1857-1909 (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1994); Arthur John’s The Best Years of the Century Champaign: University of Illinois 
Press, 1981) and Mark Noonan’s Reading the Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine (Kent, OH: Kent State 
University Press, 2010); and John Gray Laird Dowgray’s “A History of Harper’s Literary Magazines” 
(PhD diss, University of Wisconsin, 1955).  
12 Sarah Ponichtera, “Harper & Brother Records, 1817-1929” (Finding Aid, New York: Columbia 
University Library Archival Collections, 1982). 
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with both an eye for historical developments in and around the magazine and a keen 
focus on the texts and images that ran in Harper’s Weekly. 
Giving such special attention to Harper’s Weekly is warranted not only because it 
enhances the scholarly field of nineteenth-century American periodicals but also because 
it recognizes the publication’s own merits.  Harper’s Weekly was the nation’s top 
national weekly during the Civil War, when readers clamored for updates about the war 
and its circulation soared above 100,000 (a figure Mott calls “a very unusual circulation 
for that time”).13  Though its continued success was far from guaranteed, the periodical 
retained its dominance when the war ended, and it continued to increase its circulation—
even as rivals like Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper lost subscribers and faced 
financial distress.14  According to Mott, Harper’s Weekly was “perhaps the most 
important American weekly in existence” at the start of Reconstruction, and by 1872  its 
circulation reached 160,000.15   
In addition to its impressive circulation figures, the periodical’s claim to be 
national makes it an especially attractive publication to consult when studying issues of 
national interest.  It was a New York-based periodical, and its hometown receives ample 
coverage, but the periodical was not marketed as being only for New Yorkers.16  While 
local papers can provide rich detail about specific events, Harper’s Weekly established a 
 
13 Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1850-1865, Vol. 2, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1957), 476. 
14 Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1865-1885.  Vol. 3.  3rd ed. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 1957), 40. 
15 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1850-1865, 476; It is safe to assume that multiple people read 
each issue shortly after its release as they were exchanged among friends, family, and clubs; additional eyes 
found the pages after they had been preserved in bound volumes for future readers. 
16 It is impossible to where all the issues of Harper’s Weekly went, or even paint broad strokes about where 
most of their readers lived definitively.  However, marketing themselves as national betrays what kind of 
image they aimed to cultivate: a periodical that had content of interest to those beyond their hometown.   
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narrative for those events for readers across the country.  Digesting news for hundreds of 
thousands of readers of diverse backgrounds presented a new challenge for American 
media, and understanding which people, places, events, and ideas made it into Harper’s 
Weekly—and what kind of coverage they received—paints a telling portrait of how 
current events were shaped for and shipped to a broad swath of Americans.  Finally, 
unlike other powerful publications like the New York Times, Harper’s Weekly was not a 
place to find daily news updates.  Instead, the publication promised comprehensive 
coverage a week or two after the initial event—accompanied by rich illustrations, no less.  
Its comparatively slow print schedule might seem like a disadvantage, but the lag allowed 
the editors to position their periodical as an enduring record to be revisited in the future 
instead of a paper that was only relevant for a few days, adding weight to its analysis that 
continues to today.   
Of course, like any publication, Harper’s Weekly had its blind spots.  Therefore, I 
have provided comparative coverage of several key events to see how Harper’s Weekly 
differed from local and other national publications.  Furthermore, the ideal reader of 
Harper’s Weekly did not represent all Americans; even if the periodical was purportedly 
national, it aimed to attract readers with not only the time and disposable income to enjoy 
its pages but also the financial means to purchase the goods in its growing advertising 
section.  Therefore, it is important to remember that the coverage had a bias for middle-
class, white readers, and likely those who were clustered in Northeastern urban centers.  I 
consider the media this group consumed not to give the demographic even more 
scholarship while other communities have received less scholarly attention than they 
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deserve, but rather to understand what messages became dominant, and hopefully spark 
interest in what the pitfalls and consequences of those mainstream messages were.   
Through the illustrations and their accompanying reports, Harper’s Weekly 
presented the South to their readers in a series that romanticizes its landscapes, highlights 
the experiences of diverse communities, and stirs up interest in its economic potential.17 
By offering a close analysis of these multi-dimensional visual-verbal reports on the 
South, I aim to distill the messages that Harper’s Weekly sent about the fraught region.  
In our own moment of faltering national media outlets and an uncertain national 
trajectory, it is prudent to consider a time when questions around national media and 
American identity were also murky, for that fallout continues to have ramifications today. 
 
Harper House Publications from Formation through the War 
From its opening day in 1817, the Harper publishing house was a business 
interested in making money, as opposed to more boutique houses or publications 
interested in advancing a political agenda, religious ideology, or social movement.  The 
house made its initial fortune by publishing primarily English novels, often spread across 
volumes in library series.18  A foray into schoolbook publishing proved to be another 
 
17 The visual representations of the South are particularly important, for the correspondents were first and 
foremost illustrators who sent back attention-grabbing sketches with written accounts so that readers could 
see the South through impressive engravings.  Their illustrations show the dedication Harper’s Weekly had 
to “in-depth pictorial journalism,” contributing to “a rich and complex culture of images that was available 
to a larger segment of American society than ever before” (Vanessa Meikle Schulman, “Managing 
Subjects, Manufacturing Citizens: Picturing Sites of Social Control in Nineteenth-Century America,” Early 
Popular Visual Culture 12, no. 2 (2014): 107).  Therefore, I give special attention to the illustrations rather 
than only examining the text that accompany them.   
18 These library volumes were made profitable by “a low price and wide circulation, made possible to a large 
extent by the absence of international copyright and the favorable postal regulations of the United States” 
(Dowgray 18).  In the serialized books, the Harper brothers saw an opportunity to create an affordable 
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sizable source of revenue.19 When the Harpers began their next publication medium—a 
monthly magazine—in June of 1850, they relied on prior business experience, 
particularly market and audience awareness, from their successful endeavors in book 
publishing.20  Each issue of Harper’s Monthly contained 144 pages of serial literature, 
editorials, travel literature, and an increasing number of illustrations. As they had many 
times before, the Harper’s found success; the number of printed Harper’s Monthly copies 
grew from 7,500 to 50,000 within the first six months and then climbed to 120,000 by the 
end of 1861.21  The renowned scholar of American magazines Frank Luther Mott goes so 
far as to say that the founding of the first Harper & Brothers periodical was “the most 
definite epochal happening” between 1850 and 1865, for it affected “immediately and 
profoundly, the whole course of development of the American general magazine.”22 
Bolstered by the great following garnered and financial success earned by 
Harper’s Monthly, the house launched another periodical: Harper’s Weekly, A Journal of 
 
alternative for “a public which wished to read fiction but which could not afford to pay the prices set on 
cloth- or leather-bound volumes.” The serialized books allowed the house to “reach this secondary level of 
the reading public” with cheap but popular literature and capitalize on their desire for books—an act they 
would repeat with their magazines, which also distributed literature cheaply in an effort to catch readers 
closed out of the costly book market  (Dowgray 19-20). 
19 In 1839, the house won the contract to print books for the New York State School District Libraries.  J. 
Henry calls it “a rich harvest for Harper & Brothers” (House of Harper (Reprint, London: Forgotten Books, 
2016), 64).  He also mentions that New York had $110,000 to spend each year for five years on textbooks; 
if all that went to the Harpers, it was no small boon.  Plus, it wasn’t just New York that desired educational 
texts; the Harpers had latched on to a demand for educational texts.  The Harpers asserted their publishing 
house as a formidable producer of those texts and as contributor to educational access.   
20 Harper’s New Monthly Magazine was a place to find literature at a lower price point, much as the library 
series books were.  The publication’s literary focus was a response to a growing demand for accessible 
literature, much as the schoolbooks were in response to an increasing demand for educational materials. 
The prospectus itself justifies the periodical launch when it says, “The wealth and freshness of the 
Literature of the Nineteenth Century [is] embodied in the pages of…Periodicals (“A Word at the Start,” 
Harper’s Monthly 1, no. 1 (1850): 1).  With this statement, the creators of Harper’s Monthly show that they 
were aware of how the market was shifting and that they wanted to be a part of the new developments. 
21 Alfred Hudson Guernsey, “Making the Magazine,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, December 1865, 2. 
22 Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1850-1865, 472. 
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Civilization on January 3, 1857.  Harper’s Weekly was to be a “family newspaper” that 
featured a mix of illustrations; “political, social, religious, commercial, and literary 
news;” international news; cultural and scientific coverage; travel essays; serial fiction; 
and a flashy mix of advertisements and cartoons.23  The combination of content allowed 
the periodical to present itself as an interlocutor for the most important news and fiction 
of the day—a place to find information that interested everyone across the country.24  
Unlike the special interest periodicals that successfully served one niche, Harper’s 
Weekly had a sense of being a general interest periodical with content for every reader, 
which “gave the country,” as Mott notes, “a new kind of weekly miscellany.”25    
The editors were in the early stages of sorting out how to reach a national 
audience when the nation itself splintered in the sectional crisis.  Harper’s Weekly chose 
to build a national readership in the face of this adversity by taking a new approach to 
politics.  Because the publishing house was a commercial enterprise interested in 
increasing readers and subscribers rather than a political enterprise interested in reaching 
voters on behalf of a party, its goal was to retain readers from across the political 
spectrum.26  Therefore, the periodical sidestepped points of controversy in articles and 
 
23 “Harper’s Weekly. A Journal of Civilization,” Harper’s Weekly, January 3, 1857. 
24 While the Harpers did bill the periodical as a newspaper, in reality its form was more complicated.  It had 
the print schedule and shape of many weekly newspapers while also having the content and prestige of 
many magazines.  All the while, the editors encouraged readers to collect and bind issues into volumes that 
were not unlike the books the publishing house produced.  No term in today’s usage can accurately 
categorize the publication, though thinking of Harpers Weekly as a news-magazine hybrid might be most 
helpful. 
25 Mott, American Magazines, 1850-1865, 3. 
26 For more about the nineteenth-century shift from newspapers that served political parties to newspapers 
that served advertisers, see Gerald J.  Baldasty, The Commercialization of News in the Nineteenth Century 
(Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992).  The launch of Harper’s Weekly falls right in 
the transition period of newspapers becoming more commercialized, so it is perhaps no surprise that a 
newspaper-magazine hybrid publication like Harper’s Weekly moved away from partisan politics—
including many political debates that were still a regular part of newspapers—to fulfill its aspirations to be 
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images as often as possible.  Such tepid content did not truly capture how the majority of 
the nation felt, but readers did not need to see their own opinion reflected in Harper’s 
Weekly so long as they weren’t angered or repelled by the content.   The work of 
Harper’s Weekly just prior to the Civil War, then, was more to identify and utilize the 
fleeting middle ground than to represent discordant opinions that could alienate some 
readers who were used to partisan politics in their newspapers, but not in a new weekly 
that was “a welcome visitor to every household.”27  As an advertisement for the 
periodical stated in April 1858, “[t]he object of the magazine will be to unite rather than 
to separate the views and feelings of the different sections of our common country.”28  
Each article toes a delicate line to keep readers on both sides of the sectional crisis 
reading, and, by extension, keep the idea of the “nation” that Harper’s Weekly served 
together.   
Harper’s Weekly appealed to Southern readers for as long as the editors believed 
their periodical could reach them, but the publication’s conciliatory effort was cut short in 
mid-April 1861 when the conflict outgrew the editors’ hopes for peace. 29 After Fort 
Sumter, a drastic shift in circumstances—secession, the start of the war, and the 
subsequent loss of Southern readers—caused the editors to shift the way they covered the 
nation.30  As historian and expert on Civil War print culture Alice Fahs explains, “War 
 
more prestigious than newspapers. 
27 “Harper’s Weekly.  A Journal of Civilization,” Harper’s Weekly, January 3, 1857. 
28 “Harper’s Weekly,” Harper’s Weekly, April 14, 1858. 
29 Alice Fahs, The Imagined Civil War: Popular Literature of the North and South, 1861-1865 (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 46. 
30 The geopolitical split was finalized by the end of 1861, when the federal mail service was suspended in 
the South and the Southern ports were blockaded.  Southern readers were left with no way to continue to 
subscribe to the periodical that had shunned them (Fahs, The Imagined Civil War, 22); Some Southerners 
celebrated the split, claiming that now was the time for the South to develop its own literary culture and 
thus bolster its new nation.  For examples, see Fahs, The Imagined Civil War, 24-25. 
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changed what people read, what was available to read, and how, where, and with what 
expectations they read it.”31  Any news content acquired renewed importance as 
Northerners yearned to know what was happening to their loved ones, soldiers or 
civilians, in the South.  Consequently, wartime coverage took on a decidedly different 
flavor than the sectional crisis content.  The war coverage in Harper’s Weekly spread 
across media and genres until no corner of the so-called “general interest” periodical was 
left untouched by the conflict.32  The periodical also supported the Union that President 
Lincoln promised, so it told the story of the conflict in a pro-Lincoln, and therefore pro-
war, perspective.   
Perhaps the largest thematic change that the editors made at this juncture was 
creating a historical record with their issues of Harper’s Weekly.  Prioritizing lasting 
value over immediate timeliness was an especially odd choice for a period when 
exigencies of war made readers demand ever more news, but the maneuver allowed the 
editors to position their periodical as more than an ephemeral newspaper.  Produced with 
the burden of long-term relevance in mind, the illustrations and editorials that comprised 
the Harper’s Weekly record during the Civil War were designed to speak to readers 
across time.  The periodical’s concern for its audience still guided its coverage, but it was 
 
31 Fahs, The Imagined Civil War, 18; For a vivid contemporary description of the new reliance on 
newspapers, see Oliver Wendell Holmes’s “Bread and Newspapers,” published in the Atlantic in September 
1861. 
32 Illustrations, which had been steadily increasing since the periodical’s launch, now gave readers 
abundant visual representations of battlefields, generals, soldiers, weaponry, and the commander-in-chief. 
Battlefield sketches served as valuable insight into what soldiers were experiencing, and cartoons poked 
fun at Confederate leaders and questioned Union tactics.  Fiction had previously remained separate from 
political events, but now it regularly engaged the war effort.  Short stories portrayed women longing for 
soldiers on the home front, poems lauded valiant generals, and song transcriptions echoed the songs 
soldiers chanted while marching into battle.  Lastly, news and editorials discussed developments in the war 
at length. In any given issue, the opening editorial could critique a new general or war effort and every 
bulletin in the Domestic Intelligence section could detail the army’s movements or encounters. 
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now an audience in both the present and the future.  For the duration of the war, the 
editors communicated to their readers that Harper’s Weekly had a “great amount of space 
devoted to Illustrations of the War” while also reminding them that “Muslin Covers are 
furnished to those who wish their Numbers bound, at Fifty Cents each.”33  
The editors’ approach was a successful one.  Despite their loss of Southern 
readership, the circulation numbers of Harper’s Weekly grew from 90,000 in October 
1859 to 120,000 by the end of 1861.34  Mott says that circulation remained above 100,000 
for most of the war, which he calls “a very unusual circulation for that time.”35   By 
reinventing the periodical to meet the demands of wartime readers, the editors maintained 
their existing Northern readership while attracting new readers to make up for the loss of 
Southern readers.  Remaking the periodical to be a Civil War publication had paid off, 
though it fundamentally changed the character of the magazine. 
 
Reinvention in Reconstruction 
The postbellum editors were left at a crossroads: how should their periodical, no 
longer geographically limited by war-time circumstances, and lacking wartime content to 
drive readership, proceed?  Once again, Harper’s Weekly needed to be reenvisioned for a 
new political moment.  Surviving during Reconstruction required the editors of Harper’s 
Weekly to ask what content would make (potential) readers subscribe to the periodical.  
Without records from the editors at the time, it is difficult to definitively map the editors’ 
 
33 “Harper’s Weekly: Single Copies Six Cents,” Harper’s Weekly, November 16, 1861. 
34 Mott, American Magazines, 1850-1865, 473, 475. 
35 Mott, American Magazines, 1850-1865, 476. 
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plans and intentions.  However, even a casual reading of the issues from the time shows 
that the periodical looked southward for solutions.  In addition to lively political 
coverage, attractive fiction pieces, and abundant foreign news, the editors of Harper’s 
Weekly opted to include ample coverage about the South in the years immediately 
following the conflict.    The editors staked a large investment of page space and pay for 
the correspondents and engravers on interest in the South, a choice made even riskier 
when weighing the opportunity cost of covering more events in the Northeast.  In return, 
they were able to frame the region for a large and powerful segment of the reading public 
at a crucial political moment. 
The editors of Harper’s Weekly called on two experienced illustrator-
correspondents to visit and report on the South in 1866.  The first was Alfred Rudolph 
Waud (often credited in Harper’s Weekly as A. R. Waud or simply A.R.W.), who was 
born in 1828 in London.  He pursued an art career at the School of Design at Somerset 
House and at the Royal Academy Schools but left for the United States as a young man to 
find more opportunity.  He secured work in an engraver’s shop in Boston, “where he 
learned the detailed procedures involved in producing illustrations and, most particularly, 
how to draw on woodblocks.”36  Waud began illustrating for various periodicals regularly 
in the 1850s and joined the Harper’s Weekly staff in 1861.  He was one of only two 
combat artists who served for the entire duration of war, the other being Theodore R. 
Davis.37   Davis was born in Boston in 1841 and attended school at the Rittenhouse 
 
36 Steven E. Smith, Catherine A. Hastedt, and Donald H. Dryal, ed., American Book and Magazine 
Illustrators to 1920, Dictionary of Literary Bibliography, vol. 188 (Detroit, Michigan: Gale Research, 
1998), 363. 
37 Smith, Hastedt, and Dryal, ed., American Book and Magazine Illustrators to 1920, 365. 
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Academy in Washington, becoming a professional illustrator at age seventeen.38  Davis 
joined Harper’s Weekly in 1861, first taking a risky trip to the South the day after the 
attack on Fort Sumter.  He then “shuttled back and forth between the eastern and western 
theatres” during the conflict, ultimately producing 252 drawings for Harper’s Weekly to 
use to create engravings.39   Conversely, Waud stayed closer to Washington to cover 
every Army of the Potomac battle, from First Manassas in July 1861 to Petersburg, 
Virginia in March 1865.40  He published 215 illustrations in Harper’s Weekly—more than 
any other correspondent. 
In the publication, the men were known as “special artists”—draftsmen who 
created “rough but accurate drawings in the field, which were then rushed by courier or 
by mail to the Harper’s Weekly home office in New York,” where engravers would then 
turn the drawings into the illustrations that filled each issue.41  The role of special artist 
allowed Waud and Davis to be nimble in the heat of battles, capturing the thick of the 
fighting, as opposed to photographers who had to lug cumbersome and sensitive 
equipment to the scene. They created sketches with pencil, crayon, and sometimes a 
brush, always aware that their drawings would become engravings.  In fact, Waud often 
 
38 Theodore R. Davis, “Grant Under Fire,” The Cosmopolitan: A Monthly Illustrated Magazine 14, no. 3 
(January 1893), 333; “Rittenhouse Academy, Indiana Avenue, Near the City Hall” (Leaflet, Washington, 
1848), http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.rbc/rbpe.19901500. 
39 James C. Kelly, The South on Paper: Line, Color, and Light (Columbia: University of South Carolina 
Press, 2000), 33. Some of his most impressive credentials include covering Shiloh, Corinth, Antietam, 
Vicksburg, Chickamauga, the Atlanta campaign, and the Great March through the Carolinas.  He was 
injured twice during the war and nearly lost his leg to amputation.   
40 David Meschutt. "Waud, Alfred R.," American National Biography Online (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2002), http://www.anb.org.du.idm.oclc.org/articles/17/17-01670.html. 
41 Meschutt. "Waud, Alfred R.," American National Biography Online; In addition to Waud, the editors 
enlisted federal officers to send back first-person accounts and illustrations from the front lines. The 
officers helped “the paper’s effort to present full accounts of military operations by pen and pencil (Mott, 
American Magazines, 1850-65, 475).” 
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included notes to the engravers who would move his image to woodblocks, offering 
direction and advice from his own days as an engraver. After the war, veterans praised 
Waud “for his accuracy and unromantic portrayals of the battlefield.”42   
Once the war ended, Waud and Davis had a new assignment from Harper’s 
Weekly.  In the April 28, 1866 issue, the editors announced that they were drawing on 
their renowned illustrators to travel through the South and capture its changing people 
and places for their readership.43  The publication lived up to its titular claim to be 
“illustrated” by filling the periodical with high-quality engravings of towns throughout 
the South.44  Because Harper’s Weekly spent both valuable money and limited page  
space on these illustrations, they deserve special attention from anyone trying to 
understand how the magazine operated during the years following the Civil War.  
The notice says that the illustrators have been charged with reporting “the 
characteristic aspects of life in the Southern States, whether in the city or on the 
plantation.”  The editors strike an optimistic tone in the prospectus, expressing hope that 
“the desolation which the war has wrought is not irretrievable.”  They claim that, with  
 
42 Smith, Hastedt, and Dryal, ed., American Book and Magazine Illustrators to 1920, 363. 
43 It is worth mentioning that the journey was not without its risks for Waud or Davis.  During the war, 
“conditions were as harsh for artists as for the soldiers,” so the men had faced illnesses and short supplies 
in addition to enemy fire (Smith, Steven E., Catherine A. Hastedt, and Donald H. Dryal, ed., American 
Book and Magazine Illustrators to 1920, Dictionary of Literary Bibliography, vol. 188 (Detroit, Michigan: 
Gale Research, 1998), 363.).  Traveling to the South, Waud carried a letter from Major General Oliver O. 
Howard, who had met Waud while leading the Army of the Tennessee.  The letter recommends Waud to 
the recipient’s “favorable notice,” assuring the eventual reader that he is “a genial, educated gentleman and 
worthy of the confidence of all officers of the government whether military or civil” (O. O. Howard to 
Agents of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands, March 6, 1866).  Because it came 
from the war department, it likely provided him access into otherwise restricted areas under martial law. 
44 While early American publishers had “struggled to keep their periodicals solvent” and therefore “could 
rarely afford the extravagance of commissioning original artwork to decorate the pages of their magazines,” 
Harper’s Weekly and its wealthy parent house had found success early on by investing in eye-catching 
illustrations to stand out (Jo Ann Early Levin, “The Golden Age of Illustration: Popular Art in American 
Magazines, 1850-1925” (PhD diss, University of Pennsylvania, 1980), ProQuest ID: 304840747, 15). 
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Fig. 1. “Our Artists in the South,” Harper’s Weekly, April 28, 1866. 
 
“no vast and complex system of commerce to be re-established, for there was no such 
system to be overturned or interrupted by the war,” the agricultural promise of the South 
will be the source of its recovery.  The editors also mention that “the social revolution 
which the war has accomplished” will create a new economy:  specifically that “[w]ith 
slave labor a chief element of the power of the aristocratic classes of the Southern States 
has vanished.”  Now, the editors believe the labor of free African Americans will 
“overawe the mansions of the wealthy planters, and there will rise to the political surface 
new men with new ideas to represent and give empire to this new interest.”45 
The announcement ends by saying that the South’s Reconstruction 
 
45 “Our Artists in the South,” Harper’s Weekly, April 28, 1866. 
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is like the rising of a new world from chaos.  To us the late Slave States seem now 
almost like a newly-discovered country.  For the first time we ask earnestly: what 
are their resources and opportunities?  How has the great earthquake left them—
with what marks of ruin upon their cities and fields—with what changes of social 
and political character?  We shall leave to our artist the task of answering these 
absorbing questions so far as it is possible to answer them by means of pictorial 
representations.46 
In this excerpt, the South is represented as a faraway place, both geographically and 
temporally, that is worth studying through illustration.  The illustrators are portrayed as 
travelers landing in the “new world” with the aim of evaluating its economic potential, 
even though the location is not entirely new.  Instead, the South is more like a phoenix 
rising from the ashes of destruction largely perpetrated by Northern generals during the 
Civil War.  Furthermore, the exaggerated distance of the South is at odds with a reminder 
that they are part of the same nation—former “Slave States,” but still states—that present 
“resources and opportunities” for the nation.  The people and places in the South are 
within reach, and Northeastern Americans have an interest, economic and otherwise, in 
the area, and stand to benefit from its rebirth.   
The tension between being simultaneously distanced from and included in the 
United States reflects the enduring uncertainty about the South’s place in the Union.  
During the Civil War, the Southern states asserted themselves as a new nation, an 
independent Confederacy, while the head of the nation they sought to leave never 
recognized them as a sovereign government.  After the war, the status of the former 
Confederacy was still unclear.  Where did the states, which not everyone recognized as 
being readmitted to the Union, belong?  What status did they have?  And were they, in 
 
46 “Our Artists in the South,” Harper’s Weekly, April 28, 1866. 
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fact, part of the United States?  The federal government was in disagreement on that very 
question. When President Lincoln had died on April 15, 1865, Andrew Johnson had been 
left to oversee how the Southern States should be reincorporated into the Union.  His 
initial perspective was not all that different from Lincoln’s, who had maintained that the 
Southern states could not legally leave the Union through secession and therefore 
believed that they had not actually left.  Lincoln had refused to recognize the 
Confederacy formed by the Southern states and had believed that reincorporating them 
should take minimal intervention by the federal government because they had never truly 
left.  Furthermore, because they were and always had been States, they had certain rights 
to self-government.   
Johnson had maintained Lincoln’s somewhat paradoxical point of view when he 
ascended to the presidency and had wanted to bring the Southern states back into the 
Union as soon as possible to heal the nation’s wounds.  In May 1865, Johnson had given 
a Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction that gave sweeping “amnesty and 
pardon” to the majority of Southerners who had rebelled.  Specifically, his proclamation 
returned their property to the Southerners who had rebelled—with the notable exception 
of their former slaves, who had been liberated by the thirteenth amendment.  In return, 
they had to affirm their support of the Constitution of the United States.47    
 
47 Andrew Johnson, “Proclamation Pardoning Persons who Participated in the Rebellion,” (proclamation, 
Washington DC, May 29, 1865), University of Virginia Miller Center, https://millercenter.org/the-
presidency/presidential-speeches/may-29-1865-proclamation-pardoning-persons-who-participated); The 
place where Johnson differed most from Lincoln was in the treatment of the Southern planter class.  
Perhaps in part because of his storied, personal animosity towards the planter class, Southerners with more 
than $20,000 of property were excluded from this blanket amnesty alongside the Confederate political 
leadership and high-ranking military officers.  Including that planter class in the more hardline approach 
also made it clear that Johnson believed that they were especially culpable for the start of the war. To 
receive amnesty, these individuals would have to request a personal pardon from Johnson himself, allowing 
him to assert authority over the group he had spent his whole political career battling.  The Southern states 
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Johnson’s approach had angered the Radical Republicans, who had hoped to use 
this time to completely recreate Southern society by undoing the plantation system and 
enshrining voting rights for the emancipated slaves.  Despite their resistance, Johnson 
announced “the Successful Suppression of the Rebellion” on December 18, 1865, 
declaring “that the United States are in possession of every State in which the 
insurrection existed.”48  At this juncture, Johnson thought the work of the federal 
government had been done, and the states that had never really left the Union had been 
restored.  In retaliation, Radical Republicans would not permit the senators and 
representatives from the Southern states to take their seats in Congress.  They created a 
joint committee to oversee Reconstruction, which they hoped they would be able to 
implement after winning the majority of seats in the House in the elections of November 
1866.  
All of the unrest at the federal level meant that when Harper’s Weekly 
correspondents entered the South in the spring of 1866 the sovereignty of the locations 
 
also had a fairly low bar to clear to be readmitted to the Union.  State governments would have to hold their 
own conventions to repeal the ordinances of secession that had launched the Civil War and ratify the 
thirteenth amendment.  Many former members of Congress were eager to regain their seats and quickly 
held the required conventions.  
48Andrew Johnson, “Proclamation Pardoning Persons who Participated in the Rebellion,” (proclamation, 
Washington DC, December 18, 1865), University of Virginia Miller Center, https://millercenter.org/the-
presidency/presidential-speeches/december-18-1865-announcement-successful-suppression-rebellion;  
Johnson reiterated his belief with a “Proclamation on the End of the Confederate Insurrection” on April 2, 
1866 in which he claimed that “the insurrection which heretofore existed in the States of Georgia, South 
Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Florida is 
at an end and is henceforth to be so regarded” (Andrew Johnson, “Proclamation on the End of the 
Confederate Insurrection,” (proclamation, Washington DC, April 2, 1866), University of Virginia Miller 
Center, https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-speeches/april-2-1866-proclamation-end-
confederate-insurrection).  He strengthened that claim by adding Texas to a similar proclamation on August 
20, 1866 (Andrew Johnson, “Proclamation Pardoning Persons who Participated in the Rebellion,” 
(proclamation, Washington DC, August 20, 1865), University of Virginia Miller Center, 
https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-speeches/august-20-1866-message-proclaiming-end-
insurrection-united). 
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they visited was murky at best.  The Southern states had been in legal limbo for months 
and would continue to face limited participation for two years.49 Were they truly states, as 
President Johnson said?  Or did they need to do more to rejoin the Union, as the Radical 
Republicans claimed?  This legal limbo became the backdrop for Waud’s and Davis’s 
coverage of several Southern settlements.  Their articles and illustrations not only reveal 
tensions about the states’ standing and sovereignty but also informed the debates about 
those same issues.   That is, the legal, cultural, and political issues that are reflected in the 
coverage were also shaped by it.  In a time when the legal status of the South was 
uncertain, Waud’s and Davis’s articles and illustrations, bolstered by the Harper’s 
Weekly reputation, presented an influential perspective.  In fact, it is possible that Waud’s 
and Davis’s coverage normalized certain notions of who and what belonged in the 
postbellum United States before there was true consensus on the matter for their readers 
and the many communities in which they lived. 
 
Integrating African Americans in Tennessee and Arkansas 
Davis and Waud did not travel together to cover Reconstruction for the series.  
Davis journeyed south through the Atlantic coastal states.  Davis published twenty-seven 
illustrations for the series, accompanied by lengthy reports about his visits to different 
settlements.  He reported first in Virginia and the Carolinas before moving to Texas and 
doubling back through the Gulf states.  Waud, on the other hand, travelled towards the 
 
49 Arkansas rejoined the Union on June 22, 1868, Florida on June 25, North Carolina on July 4, South 
Carolina and Louisiana on July 9, 1868), Alabama on July 13, 1868, and Georgia on July 21.  Georgia later 
expelled three black senators and 25 black representatives from its state legislature that September, which 
caused Congress to essentially end their readmission on July 15, 1870. 
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near West before heading south down the Mississippi.  In all, Waud published eighty-five 
drawings in Harper’s Weekly from 1866-67, forty-five being part of the series explicitly, 
accompanied by thousands of words of commentary that bear his initials in the 
periodical’s pages.50   
Waud was the first of the two correspondents to publish coverage about the South 
in Harper’s Weekly. In addition to announcing the tour in the April 28 issue, the editors 
launched the series with a front-page compilation of Waud’s first illustrations en route to 
the South.  One is a self-portrait of Waud riding a horse through the woods in a 
rainstorm.  His dark coat, cap, and beard, give him a brooding, serious air of a solitary 
reporter willing to go after a compelling story at any cost.  Its caption—“Our ‘Special,’ 
A. R. W., on his Journeyings”—makes Waud a character in his accounts of the South, a 
visible, active hand in shaping what the South looks like to readers.  Readers are invited 
to think of Waud as more than the anonymous, disembodied authorial voice that reported 
the news in the pages of Harper’s Weekly.  In an age when many pieces in Harper’s 
Weekly didn’t even receive a byline, it is striking to observe the weight of Waud’s name 
and personage on the coverage. 
Journeying along the Ohio River, Waud was first disappointed by the pollution of 
Louisville, Kentucky.51  He then continued on the river until he met the Mississippi at the 
confluence of the two in Cairo, Illinois.  His first truly Southern coverage began when he 
 
50 Frederic E. Ray, Alfred R. Waud: Civil War Artist (New York: Viking, 1974), 57. 
51 He wrote “thus Louisville—of which I had formed a charming ideal as a place where pretty houses 
nestled among the trees out of the reach of the scorching rays of the sun, and where the fiery nature of the 
Southron slumbered in a luxuriant sensuousness” only has “masses of smoke, belched from numberless 
chimneys, [that] keep the place in a perpetual fog, and, descending in showers of soot, produce a monotone 
of color not cheering to the sight" (Alfred R. Waud, “Pictures of the South,” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 
1866.) 
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reached Tennessee, making the former border state a gateway to the South for both Waud 
and his readers.  He moved inland to visit Nashville and then journeyed back to the 
Mississippi River in Memphis.52  Tennessee, Andrew Johnson’s home state, was making 
strides to rejoin the Union more quickly than other Southern states.  It had ratified the 
Thirteenth Amendment in February 1865 and was poised to ratify the Fourteenth 
Amendment and rejoin the Union (by Johnson’s standards, at least) just a couple months 
after Waud’s visit, in July 1866.  
Waud’s illustrations and reports from Louisville, Nashville, and Memphis all ran 
together on May 5, 1866, just a week after announcing the Southern tour. 53  The front 
cover went to Waud with an illustration of a “Colored Orphan Asylum” in Memphis.  In 
it, thirteen children and two women of various ages and complexions gather in a bare 
room.  None of the subjects looks directly at the viewer, and none seems to reveal a 
strong emotion.  Instead, all are preoccupied with their own task or thoughts.  Some of 
the children read books or play with feathers while some of the older children supervise 
or care for the littlest ones.  This image shows the African American community in 
Memphis to be a diverse one, and Waud has worked to capture a full range of skin color 
with only black ink on a white page.54 
 
52 Alfred R. Waud, “Pictures of the South,” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 1866. 
53 There was a sizable lag between the creation of each Waud or Davis drawing in the South and the 
appearance of the sketches in Harper’s Weekly; between the time lost to mailing, the work of moving 
sketches to woodblocks, and then the publishing schedule required to present the sketches as a  cohesive 
narrative, Waud and Davis were often weeks ahead of their published drawings.  The last material 
constraint deserves extra attention because the images did not always appear in the exact order they were 
drawn.  Rather, the periodical sometimes grouped the images thematically or revisited places that Waud or 
Davis had already left.  Therefore, the arc of the content does not trace a specific itinerary so much as build 
a vision of the South that is filled with disconnected, interesting locales. 
54 Alfred R. Waud, “Colored Orphan Asylum, Memphis, Tennessee—A Group of Portraits Sketched from 
Life,” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 1866. 
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Waud’s accompanying description of the image takes care to give a name, age, 
and relative color to each person in the image, thus allowing the illustration to live up to  
 
 
Fig. 2. “Colored Orphan Asylum, Memphis, Tennessee” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 1866. 
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its claim of being “a group of portraits sketched from life.”  Rather than focus on the 
current conditions of the asylum, the history of the institution, or the politics surrounding 
the effort, Waud foregrounds the individuals.  While the brief description of each person 
does give her or him a known identity, Waud’s list does little more.  For example, he tells 
readers that “Sherman [is] a quadroon of six or seven years with curly hair…‘Luke’—is 
Black, as are also the two little ones in the front, while the girl ‘Maria’ at his side is very 
light.”  In fact, the record of name, age, and color is unsettlingly close to how these 
people might have been listed for sale in slavery just a few years prior. 55 
Memphis appeared again in the May 26, 1866 issue, though this time Waud was 
illustrating the tragic Memphis Massacre (then called the Memphis Riots). 56  The 
violence began on May 1, 1866 when an altercation arose between black veterans who 
were recently mustered out of the Union army and white police officers.  Soon, mobs of 
policemen and white residents stormed Black neighborhoods, committing unspeakable 
violence against Black civilians and soldiers.  In all, an estimated forty-six Black people 
were killed, seventy-five were injured, and others were raped or robbed.  Two white 
people were also killed.  Four churches, ninety-one homes, and twelve schools in the 
African American community burned, and the violence only waned when federal troops 
were sent in on May 3. It is possible that Waud had already moved on from Memphis and 
instead drew these scenes with a mixture of memory for the setting and imagination for 
the events—especially because it is reporting from a Times correspondent rather than 
 
55 Alfred R. Waud, “Colored Orphan Asylum, Memphis, Tennessee—A Group of Portraits Sketched from 
Life,” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 1866. 
56 The reporter at the time did not yet know the scale of death and destruction that swept through Memphis 
during the massacre. 
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from Waud that narrates the Massacre.57  Regardless, his sketches stood as the definitive 
illustrated account of the tragedy for readers who had only read quick, scattered bulletins 
from other publications. 
Fig. 3. “The Memphis Riots,” Harper’s Weekly, May 26, 1866. 
 
57 Eric Foner, A Short History of Reconstruction (New York: Harper, 1990), 117. 
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Waud’s drawings emphasize the reporter’s stance that the African American 
community had been unjustly wronged by the police force and the white citizenry in the 
aftermath of a misunderstanding.58  Waud first portrays a Freedmen’s School burning 
while armed onlookers cheer.  His second illustration is even more pointed; African 
Americans, mostly women and children, flee armed men with muskets who are shooting 
at homes seemingly without discretion.  A few African American men already lie dead on  
the ground.  His caption is the most chilling of all: “Shooting down negroes on the 
morning of May 2, 1866.”59    
Waud and the publication he represents have decided to portray the African 
American community as the victims in the Massacre.  His angle is the polar opposite of 
the local Memphis Daily Avalanche coverage, which says that “the black crowd became 
augmented considerably, and recommenced their devil’s work by firing at every white 
person they could see, whether policemen or not.”60  The New York Times was less 
inflammatory, but still claimed it was the African Americans who started the conflict 
when they “this morning fired on a citizen, wounding him, and assaulted a white 
woman.”61  Unlike the articles in these daily newspapers, the Harper’s Weekly coverage 
didn’t appear until nearly a month after the Massacre.  It was important to Harper’s 
Weekly to weigh in on the Massacre not to alert readers to what happened but to inscribe 
 
58 At the time, Memphis was a volatile mix of different groups, creating a tinderbox of racial conflict.  
Foner explains that the burst of violence was flamed by “white mobs, composed in large part of the mostly 
Irish policemen and firemen, assaulting blacks on the streets and invading…an area that included a 
shantytown housing families of black soldiers” (Foner, A Short History of Reconstruction, 117). 
59 Alfred R. Waud, “The Memphis Riots,” Harper’s Weekly, May 26, 1866. 
60 “The Law Outraged by Negroes,” Memphis Daily Avalanche, May 1, 1866. 
61 “Tennessee: Riot in Memphis—Two Policemen Killed and Three Wounded—Eight to Ten Negroes 
Killed,” New York Times, May 3, 1866. 
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it into their record of American history.  Their choice to name the African American 
community as wronged carries additional weight, then, because they aim to have that 
moral judgement endure as the definitive account of the Massacre.  Even if some 
periodicals exonerated the white community immediately after the fact, the enduring 
record of Harper’s Weekly writes the history that they want to be remembered even years 
after the last wounded victim passes away. 
Waud’s own writing about Memphis appears in the June 2 issue.  He directly 
counters prevailing stereotypes when he tells readers about “a large class of white men in 
the South…who do not work if they can avoid it” with a heavy dose of judgement and 
skepticism about their trustworthiness.  The African Americans, on the other hand, work 
enough to “support themselves.”  Waud notes that they “do not care to go out on the 
plantations, since by draying and working on the levee for 40 cents an hour they can 
make out a living.”  This economic remark reflects a larger observation Waud has made 
about the African American community.  Rather than return to a prior way of life on the 
plantations, supporting a few landowning elites, they work on infrastructure that serves 
the entire community.  Once again, African Americans are the source of promise of 
rebuilding the South for the postwar United States.62 
After Tennessee, Waud moved on to capturing Little Rock, Arkansas.  There he 
sketched soldiers returning home in “‘Mustered Out’ Colored Volunteers at Little Rock, 
Arkansas” on May 19, 1866.  Waud reports that the soldiers’ return from Duvall’s Bluff: 
created a furor among the resident colored families, many of whom, I am afraid, 
were disappointed in not meeting those whom they expected.  Others rushed into 
the arms of their husbands with an outburst of uncontrollable affection.  
 
62 Alfred R. Waud, “Southern Pictures,” Harper’s Weekly, June 2, 1866. 
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Ceremonious introductions between comrades and wives displayed a degree of 
politeness quite commendatory to all parties concerned.  Children ran about with 
bundles of blankets or knapsacks for their papas, or begged the privilege of 
carrying a gun for some sable warrior, and all were in high good humor, with the 
exception of those who missed the faces of their husbands or brothers.63 
Despite Waud’s repeated mention of disappointed women, his drawing shows only the 
joyous reunions of families.  Unlike most reunion descriptions and illustrations, this 
scene takes place in a public square and focuses on several families—really an entire 
community—being reunited rather than one nuclear family.64  The public square was 
often a dangerous place for African Americans, as evidenced by the Memphis Massacre,  
 
Fig. 4. “‘Mustered Out’ Colored Volunteers,” Harper’s Weekly, May 19, 1866. 
 
63 A. R. W., “‘Mustered Out’ Colored Volunteers,” Harper’s Weekly, May 19, 1866. 
64 Christine Anne Bell, “A Family Conflict: Visual Imagery of the ‘Homefront’ and the War Between the 
States, 1860-1866” (PhD diss., Northwestern University, 1996), 322. 
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but in this moment it was a site of celebration.  Front and center is a couple wrapped in a 
romantic embrace while two children run to join them.  Behind the pair are other soldiers 
greeting women and meeting children with happy expressions on their faces.  In the 
jubilant moment, the lives of these mustered out soldiers could not be more different 
from the veterans attacked in Memphis just a few weeks earlier and depicted in Harper’s 
Weekly one week later. 
In the center of the drawing is the only visibly white man, still mounted on his 
horse and perhaps armed with a weapon.  He looks away from the artist, observing the 
families to his right.  He seems removed from the emotional scene, observing it from his 
higher perch.  In addition to the height differential, the white man is the only figure 
positioned ramrod straight in the image; the rest of the African Americans are curved in 
motion, slightly bent to embrace family members or lean into a conversation.  His rigid 
position only further reinforces his authority over the lively crowd, perhaps marking him 
as a stand-in for the current Northern occupation that made the reunion possible.  It’s 
possible that he was a leader in the regiment or is a current member of the Freedmen’s 
Bureau. Whatever his position, this figure might remind the reader of the white power 
structure that looms over the Black community.  Black soldiers generally served in 
segregated units that were usually commanded by white officers or black 
noncommissioned officers and had only been awarded equal pay in 1864.  While they 
had enjoyed new opportunities in the army, they were still limited from reaching their full 
potential and would return to communities largely constrained by racial hierarchies.  
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Rehabilitating Landscapes and Freedmen 
While Waud was journeying through Tennessee, Davis kept to the East and 
travelled through Virginia and North Carolina.  Though the initial announcement didn’t 
publicize it, Davis was actually traveling with General Steedman, whom Johnson had 
appointed to “investigate the operations of the Freedmen’s Bureau in the Southern 
States.”65 Davis’s debut came in the May 5 issue, where he published a report about 
Richmond, Virginia.  Davis’s drawing is distinguishable from Waud’s in part because he 
captured a city street instead of focusing on its citizens.  The work “Rebuilding the Burnt 
District in Richmond, VA,” shows a city street in transition.  A few impressive, three-
story buildings tower next to piles of rubble.  A handful of men appear to be at work on 
one of the piles, perhaps sorting bricks to begin a new structure.  Passersby stroll along 
the sidewalk, but the men closest to the front of the image are in the street.  One seems to 
point towards one of the construction sites, either telling his two associates about the 
project or maybe even instructing them how to work on it.   Davis’s accompanying report 
tells readers that: 
The burned district of Richmond, Virginia, is being “reconstructed.”  The 
rebuilding of the houses destroyed by the order of John C. Breckinridge 
furnishes employment to a large number of freedmen.  Where a few 
months since only blackened ruins were visible may now be seen 
buildings of far more pretentious appearance than those destroyed.  The 
negroes, says our artist, work with an alacrity for which they were not 
before noted, which is certainly a strong vote for the free labor system of 
which so many people in the South have doubted the feasibility. 
 
 
65 “Freedmen’s Bureau: Reports of Generals Steedman and Fullerton on the Condition of the Freedmen's 
Bureau in the Southern States” (Pamphlet, United States, 1866), https://lccn.loc.gov/92838840. 
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Davis casts a vote of confidence to the formerly enslaved, deliberately rewriting the 
narrative that they were lazy, unskilled, or inept.  Instead, it is the freed African-
Americans who are reconstructing the South; they are the individuals putting in the work 
to rebuild the region to be even better than it was before.66 
Davis continues to favor landscapes to portraits or action scenes as he journeyed 
from Richmond to Charlottesville and then Lynchburg.  On June 2, he drew Monticello  
 
Fig. 5 “Our Artist in Virginia,” Harper’s Weekly, June 2, 1866. 
 
66 T. R. Davis, “Rebuilding the Burnt District in Richmond, VA,” Harper’s Weekly, May 5, 1866. 
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and Jefferson’s tomb as well as a panorama of Lynchburg from the opposing bank of the 
James River.  Perhaps Davis personally favored drawing landscapes over figures, or 
perhaps he simply spent more time apart from city residents.  Regardless of his 
motivation, the result is a deserted South, filled with monuments instead of people.  In 
fact, the only people visible in the June 2 illustrations are visitors to Jefferson’s Tomb— 
looking back to a past even more distant than the Civil War that just ended.  In the 
visitor’s view was a time when a Southerner was president, giving the South increased 
political power. 
Davis next traveled south from Virginia into North Carolina where he covered the 
Trent River Settlement.  The Settlement was initially founded in 1862 to house the slaves 
who fled their homes for refuge behind Union Army lines.  Nearly 3000 African 
Americans lived there by 1865, when the Freedman’s Bureau began playing an active 
role in its stabilization.  In this slice of North Carolina, Davis’s landscapes slowly began 
to incorporate the African American community that lived there.  He captured members 
of the town walking along railroad tracks and city streets, gathered in front of their 
homes, and entering their church and school.  The largest image shows Steedman and 
general Fullerton addressing a congregation inside.  The churchgoers are well-dressed 
and appear to give attention to the generals. 
Steedman’s assessment of the African American community is positive, but his 
description of the individuals reverts to tired stereotypes like “simple-minded.”  He 
worries about the well-being of the freedmen when he says they cannot be “left at present 
without some protection” because they fear that the “white people will not be kind to 
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them if the Bureau is taken away.”  Still, he believes “that a change might be made for 
the better, both [sic] for the freedmen, people, and Government is certain.”  He sees  
 
Fig. 6. “Trent River Settlement,” Harper’s Weekly, June 2, 1866. 
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positive effects from government intervention in the South and makes a case to the reader 
that continuing the Freedmen’s Bureau against some criticism will benefit the region and 
especially its African Americans.67  
The most telling comment from Davis is subtle.  Speaking about the mixed 
success of the Bureau so far, he says that “in others, the management of affairs has been 
so bad as to occasion trouble, not only with the citizens but with the freedmen.”  His 
remark calls attention to the fact that the emancipated African Americans were not yet 
citizens because the Fourteenth Amendment had not yet been ratified in North Carolina, 
or any of the former Confederate states.68  Without any formalized legal standing or 
protections, the freedmen were among the most vulnerable members of society.  Yet both 
Davis and Waud readily include their communities in their coverage of the South, 
refusing to let their experiences be ignored by readers who might be inclined to believe 
that their struggles ended with emancipation.   
Davis’s choice not just to include freedmen but to highlight the inequities they 
faced seems even more noteworthy when compared to other publications that simplified 
the South for their readership.  The New York Times also reported on Steedman’s tour but 
said that “the people are becoming accustomed to the great change in their labor system, 
and as soon as they do fully appreciate that change there will be no further occasion for 
the Bureau.”69  Similarly, even the staunchly Republican Chicago Tribune reported that 
the struggles of the “Virginia Freedmen” were winding down by late summer 1866.  
 
67 T. R. Davis, “Trent River Settlement,” Harper’s Weekly, June 2, 1866 
68 T. R. Davis, “Trent River Settlement,” Harper’s Weekly, June 2, 1866; Tennessee would become the first 
to ratify the Fourteenth Amendment on July 18, 1866. 
69 “Virginia: A Trip to Lynchburgh [sic]—Scarcity of Labor—the Freedmen—Miscellaneous,” The New 
York Times, September 2, 1866. 
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When covering Steedman’s report, the paper claimed there was “an improved feeling 
between the whites and blacks…in every section,” and that “no special cases of outrage 
are anywhere reported.”  According to the Chicago Tribune, the freedmen didn’t need 
any more help, for they were “industrious and contented, and nearly all of them self-
supporting.”  The paper’s sunny stance portrays African Americans in a relatively 
favorable light but ignores the inequities raised by Davis that demand continued attention 
from both the Bureau and a national audience.70 
The interest in the Freedmen’s Bureau’s efforts continued when the Harper’s 
Weekly coverage next shifted from Davis to Waud.  Waud moved from Arkansas to 
Vicksburg, Mississippi, and readers followed him there after reading about North 
Carolina and Virginia.  At this transition, the editors adopted a consistent heading for the 
articles that would endure for the rest of the series.  The series had begun with the 
headline “Our Artists in the South.”  After that, articles fell under different headlines, 
including “Pictures of the South,” “Southern Pictures,” or simply the title of the 
illustration or article as a nearly stand-alone piece.  However, beginning with the 
Mississippi coverage, all articles for the rest of the series used a “Pictures of the South” 
headline.  Using a consistent headline helped brand and bound the series for readers; now 
when they saw an illustration or scanned a page’s headlines, they immediately knew 
which content was part of Waud’s and Davis’s reporting about the South.  The 
continuous title invites readers to interpret the pieces as a total work with an arc and a 
 
70 “The Virginia Freedmen,” The Chicago Tribune, September 2, 1866. 
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narrative structure—a special subset of an enduring record crafted by Harper’s Weekly—
rather than only as standalone pieces by celebrity correspondents. 
Waud began capturing Mississippi with images of a “Primary School for 
Freedmen” on June 23, 1866.  The first image shows the schoolgrounds, where young 
students mill about during their lunch hour.  Some children jump rope, chase each other, 
or chat in small groups.  The school behind them is a large, wooden building supported 
by stilts and featuring several windows.  Waud calls it “a dilapidated affair” and reminds 
readers that its existence is temporary when he says that its “owner is anxious to get it 
into his possession again.”71  The focal point of the image, though, is two schoolteachers 
surrounded by four schoolgirls.  They are two of the three visibly white people in the 
drawing and the best dressed people in sight.  Rather than play with the children or even 
chat with them, they stand somewhat aloof and looking elsewhere in the image.   
The second image shows the inside of the schoolhouse where pupils of all ages are 
earnestly engaged in their studies.  Nearly forty students fill long benches with books in 
hand, not unlike a congregation in church pews; the only open space on the front bench is 
filled by a pair of slates and an extra book.  Waud’s is the only voice we hear in the 
caption, so the experiences of the students are wholly filtered through his perspective 
rather than including the voices of either the students or the teacher.  Still, he writes 
favorably about the students, saying that the students “master their tasks without any 
appearance indicating that the labor is irksome.”  Waud says the African American 
students “showed the average intelligence displayed in the New York public schools,” 
 
71 A. R. W.,“Freedmen’s School at Vicksburg,” Harper’s Weekly, June 23, 1866; The Freedmen’s Bureau 
often set up schools in former Confederate properties. 
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both presenting a benchmark that readers would understand and staking a humanizing 
equivalence between students whom readers in New York might know and the African 
Americans they were reading about in Harper’s Weekly.72  
 
Fig. 7. “Freedmen’s School at Vicksburg,” Harper’s Weekly, June 23, 1866. 
 
72 A. R. W., “Freedmen’s School at Vicksburg,” Harper’s Weekly, June 23, 1866. 
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Ultimately, Waud identifies the schoolhouse as “one of the many evidences I have 
found in Mississippi of the general well-being of the negroes, and their capacity to take 
care of themselves.”  Here, the African Americans Waud captures are no longer solely 
deserving of Northeastern white sympathy because of the violence they endured at the 
hands of Southern whites, as was the case in Memphis.  Instead, they are worthy of the 
attention and support given to them by Freedmen’s Bureau dollars—so long as they 
adhere to the standards set by white figures like Mrs. Green or the white soldier who 
surveilled the mustered-out soldiers.  Via Waud’s careful praise of the African American 
community, Harper’s Weekly supports the Freedmen’s Bureau and the community it 
serves, but in such a way that normalizes an entrenched power and racial difference 
between those who go to help and those who receive it.     
Inside the classroom, the schoolteacher, now identified as Mrs. Green, dominates 
the image.   Though she doesn’t receive any written description in Waud’s caption, she 
visually holds and directs the reader’s attention.  Foregrounding a white woman amidst a 
group of African Americans first proves that Mrs. Green is safe in this room; she, a lone 
white woman, is in no danger from her students, some of whom appear to be young 
African American men.  Second, Mrs. Green is in control of the scene, presenting an 
example of a Northerner influencing Southern African Americans.  Most of the students 
are paying rapt attention not only to Mrs. Green’s curriculum, but presumably to the 
Northern ideology behind it.  Many Southerners might have seen this as a threat—an 
attempt by the North to indoctrinate members of the Southern population that they 
wanted to keep in check.  However, the ideal Harper’s Weekly Northern reader would 
perhaps feel pride in Mrs. Green’s altruism and respond favorably to the image.   
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Towards the end of the article, Waud mires himself in the precarious situation of 
the African American students.  He writes that the schools “will vastly improve the 
colored people…the evidence is conclusive on that point,” but reminds readers that “how 
far their capacity for education would carry them is doubtful.”  A generous reading might 
claim that Waud offers a critique of systemic racism, recognizing that, regardless of how 
great their capacity may be, current power structures will continue to oppress African 
Americans.  Less generously, one could argue that Waud simply doubts African 
Americans’ capacity to learn.  Regardless, Waud’s statement is skeptical of how much 
help all of the money and people the North has dedicated to rebuilding the South, in this 
case with schools and white teachers, will be.  
While Waud’s Freedmen’s Bureau focus was on literacy instruction in the 
classroom, Harper’s Weekly rival Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper portrayed newly 
freed African Americans learning trades at the Freedmen’s Union Industrial School in 
Richmond, Virginia.   In their illustration from September 22, 1866, African American 
women sat on crowded workbenches to learn stitching techniques from white instructors.  
On the walls hangs an American flag and sample pieces of clothing—perhaps reminding 
the students of the dual aspirations of their instruction.  Here, the correspondent claims 
that the Bureau’s “main object is to put the colored people in the way of helping 
themselves, so that they will become independent of outside aid.” 73  The focus is much 
more on individual vocations than on bettering the region or the community through 
increased education.  Consequently, the article also misses the critique of the broader 
 
73 James E. Taylor, “Glimpses at the Freedmen - The Freedmen's Union Industrial School, Richmond, Va.,” 
Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, September 22, 1866. 
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system that threatened to stymy African American advancement.  Waud and Davis, as 
well as the publication that printed their perspectives, truly stand apart for their 
simultaneous support of the Freedmen’s Bureau and skepticism about its ability to 
overhaul the society it sought to reform. 
 
Displaying Diversity in New Orleans 
Waud found perhaps his favorite place in the South when he arrived in New Orleans, a 
city he would continually illustrate for Harper’s Weekly in the early days of 
Reconstruction.74  He began his reports in June and July 1866 with illustrations showing 
how the city’s common people participated in “Sunday Amusements.”  Waud reminds 
readers that under Union military occupation during the Civil War, “General 
Butler…[had] caused the Sabbath to be observed after the Christian notion of the 
subject.”75  Waud is referring to the orders imposed by Union generals to “bring the city’s 
lax Sabbath habits into line with those of new England,” thus limiting the Sunday 
recreation that had been characteristic of New Orleans “almost since the city’s 
foundation.”76  Now that the war was over, though, Waud says that residents “considered 
it a high-handed act, and one which they have pretty effectually reversed since.”77   
Breaking away from Northern rules and recommendations, Southerners reclaimed the 
New Orleans social sphere for themselves. 
 
 
74 Smith, Hastedt, and Dryal, ed., American Book and Magazine Illustrators to 1920, 366. 
75 A. R. Waud, “Pictures of the South: Sunday in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, July 21, 1866. 
76 Dale A. Somers, “War and Play: The Civil War in New Orleans,” Mississippi Quarterly 26, no. 1 
(Winter 1972-73): 14. 
77 A. R. Waud, “Pictures of the South: Sunday in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, July 21, 1866. 
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Fig. 8 “Sunday Amusements in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, July 21, 1866. 
 
Waud shows that the New Orleans residents were creating continued to be 
comprised of people from numerous nations and with diverse racial identities.  For 
example, at a cock fight that was a typical Sunday activity, Waud reports that “full-
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blooded negroes and elegant mulattoes sat side by side with whites, and among the latter 
were Yankee merchants, southern planters, professional gamblers, Mexicans, Cubans, 
Frenchmen, and Spaniards.”  In this social situation, all sorts of people are on equal 
footing as spectators.  Waud also describes residents attending a theatrical production.  
There, he says “all the actors, and the greater part of the audience, have colored blood in 
their veins.”  In both illustrations, the majority of spectators appear to be white, but it is 
possible that the range of ethnicities was challenging to capture with black ink on 
newsprint.78  
On August 18, 1866, another report about a Sunday in diverse New Orleans ran in 
Harper’s Weekly.  This time, the subject was the French Market—inferior to the “Fulton 
or Washington Markets” in New York City, Waud says, because the produce “becomes a 
monopoly in the hands of a few Italians, who buy in the cheapest market, and sell at 
exorbitant prices.”  To make matters worse, “unpleasant smells abound, and the sun pours 
over all in a blistering heat.”  In the illustration, only one white woman is visible; the rest 
of the crowd is a vibrant mix of African Americans, people Waud identifies as “Creoles,” 
people of mixed descent, and Native Americans.  The heart of the illustration and of 
Waud’s writing is the last group, and the Native Americans who sell their “herbs and 
baskets” to the shoppers “in the hottest spot of the whole market” dominate the frame.79   
To Waud, these Native Americans represent the past of the area that has been 
swept away by the Civil War and now modernization.  He writes that “years ago a large 
 
78 A. R. Waud, “Pictures of the South: Sunday in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, July 21, 1866. 
79 A. R. Waud, “Pictures of the South: The French Market, New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 18, 
1866. 
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Fig. 9 “Sunday in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, July 21, 1866. 
 
number of these aborigines ornamented the city, but as they grow tame they disappear 
from the city as fast as from their ancient hunting grounds.”  Waud’s problematic word 
choice shows that, despite their centrality in his illustration, Native Americans have not 
been adequately included in New Orleans over its long history.  In the past, they merely 
“ornamented” the city as interesting objects for visual consumption rather than as full 
members of the community.  Today, they “grow tame [and] disappear”—a remark that is 
simultaneously offensive and ambiguous by today’s standards but utilizes the “Vanishing 
Indian” trope that would have been familiar to the article’s original readers.80  Is Waud 
 
80 Whether portrayed as a necessary evil, a blessing, or an inevitable tragedy, the trope states that Native 
Americans will inevitably lose their “Indianness” and assimilate into White America.  Consider Charles 
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suggesting that Native Americans have abandoned the cultural practices that make them 
stand out and they disappear by passing in society?  Or that they have adapted their 
practices and moved out of New Orleans?  Or that, as they have lost “their ancient 
hunting grounds,” they have died off?  Whichever he believes to be the cause, Waud sees 
Native Americans as disappearing from a city filled with other races.  The African 
Americans, however, will remain in New Orleans as a minority unable to assimilate. 81 
The last substantial run of coverage about New Orleans came later that August, 
this time focusing on the New Orleans Massacre (then known as the New Orleans Riot) 
and sketched by Davis.82  The Massacre began on July 30, 1866 when the Louisiana 
Republicans attempted to reconvene their Constitutional Convention.  There was debate 
about whether or not the Convention could be reconvened two years after the 1864 
gathering, but a vocal segment of Republicans was eager to reform the State Constitution 
that had emancipated slaves but deprived Black men of voting rights.  A parade of Black 
spectators came to the Institute, where they were quickly confronted by a hostile crowd 
and ultimately attacked by an angry white mob that was aided by police and firemen.  
The mob opened fire and killed thirty-four African Americans and three white Radicals 
before federal troops could arrive.  At least 100 more individuals were wounded.83 
 
Sprague’s 1830 collection called Centennial Ode, which celebrated the 100th anniversary of Boston by 
mourning the plight of Native Americans.  “Alas! for them—their day is o’er,” Sprague proclaims, marking 
Native Americans as part of the past rather than the present.   
81 A. R. Waud, “Pictures of the South: The French Market, New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 18, 
1866. 
82 This special news coverage did not fall under the now-standard “Pictures of the South” headline that 
signaled pieces in the series crafted by Waud and Davis.  Additionally, it was much lengthier than the 
average Southern feature piece, covering nearly two full pages of text and three pages of illustrations.  
However, it can be considered alongside the other Southern content not only because Davis sketched the 
illustrations but also because the event so centrally shapes the trajectory of Reconstruction. 
83 Foner, A Short History of Reconstruction, 117. 
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The article came nearly a month after the initial Massacre, allowing it to be 
comprehensive in its coverage and reflective in its tone instead of a hasty dispatch 
published in a newspaper.  As was the case with the Memphis Massacre just a couple of 
months earlier, it was important to Harper’s Weekly to capture the event within their own 
timeline of American history—a narrative built to be consumed as a historical record in 
the future.  The editors claim that it is a “correct account” but remind readers that “the 
results of more complete investigations have not been published,” so new facts and 
analyses might arise later.  The article begins with background about the state of 
Reconstruction in Louisiana and its history, beginning with the Union occupation of the 
city in 1862.  After nearly four columns of context, the author describes the July 30, 1866 
Convention where the massacre took place.84   
Unlike the Memphis Massacre content, this article does not declare who was in 
the right and who was wronged, and the victims of the violence are not named as such.  
In fact, when writing about the Black spectators, the author says, “it was plainly the duty 
of the police to arrest them and place them where they at least could have no power to 
incite a riot.”  His suggestion that the Black spectators could—if not actually did—start 
the riot shifts blame away from the white mob, even if the author’s actual target is the 
policemen.  Here, the Black community is implicated in the violence simply by being 
present, even though the mob attacked them.85 
 
84 “The Riot in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 25, 1866. 
85 “The Riot in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 25, 1866. 
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Next, the author strengthens his critique of the police.  He writes that the police 
“appear[ed] to have had another objective in view”— that of hoping to allow the riot to 
proceed rather than prevent it so that they could join the mob “in acts of murderous 
 
 
Fig. 10 “The Riot in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 25, 1866. 
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violence.”  While the police are shamed for their behavior, the circumstances that caused 
it are used to justify their actions.  The author repeatedly claims that “a disturbance would 
without doubt have followed the meeting of the Convention, even if there had been no 
negroes in the vicinity.”  His comments suggest that the violence was inevitable because 
of ire over the convention, and that the Black spectators were simply in the wrong place 
at the wrong time.  Such a stance shifts blame away from the police and the wider mob 
that specifically targeted the Black community in their attacks.86 
Where the author’s words equivocate, Davis’s illustrations speak volumes.  Most 
of the illustrations capture the large numbers of the crowds as the violence begins.  With 
so many backs turned, it is hard to identify specific actors, but the “police and citizens” 
are clearly the armed party firing their weapons towards the Black crowd.  Perhaps the 
most graphic illustration is bluntly titled “The Riot in New Orleans—Murdering Negroes 
in the Rear of the Mechanics’ Institute.”  The scale here is different, focused on around 
ten men rather than the entire mob.  In it, white men with caps and jackets brutally shoot 
unarmed young Black men, some of whom appear to be running away. 
The willingness Harper’s Weekly had to criticize the White actors set it apart 
from Northern papers like the Chicago Tribune and the New York Times, which placed 
blame not only on the “rebels of New Orleans” but on Northern political forces.  The 
Chicago Tribune claimed that the participants acted to prove “their devotion to the 
President’s policy by a riot or massacre, …to suppress free speech and to prevent the 
people of Louisiana from enjoying their Constitutional right to assemble peacefully and 
 
86 “The Riot in New Orleans,” Harper’s Weekly, August 25, 1866. 
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petition for the redress of grievances.”87  The New York Times, by contrast, dismissed 
other papers’ blaming of Johnson and instead said that “for the bloodshed at New-
Orleans we find the main operating causes in the plans and counsels of the extreme 
Radicals, who would not be unwilling to precipitate a State in civil war to accomplish 
negro suffrage.”88  Harper’s Weekly swept aside such political concerns to chronicle a 
comprehensive account of what happened on the ground.  Perhaps they knew that the 
political consequences would not truly be known until the election that in just a few short 
months would reveal the nation’s beliefs about Johnson’s Reconstruction plan. 
 
In Conclusion 
The election on November 6, 1866 changed both the course of Reconstruction 
policy and the Southern content in Harper’s Weekly.  Though President Johnson was not 
up for reelection that year, in many ways his Reconstruction policy was.  Republicans, 
who largely opposed his hands-off approach, by and large lost what little hope they might 
have had in the president after their national convention in August.   That November, the 
Republicans increased their two-thirds majority by an additional two seats in the Senate 
and thirty-eight seats in the House.89  With their victories, the Republicans gained 
confidence in their ambitions to override Johnson’s programs and change Reconstruction 
policy.90   
 
87 “The New Orleans Massacre,” The Chicago Tribune, August 1, 1866. 
88 “President Johnson and the New-Orleans Riot,” The New York Times, August 2, 1866. 
89 In fact, it is likely that the Massacres that Waud and Davis had covered in Memphis and New Orleans 
were major drivers of that election.   
90 “40th Congress (1867-1869),” House.gov, Accessed March 1, 2020, 
https://history.house.gov/Congressional-Overview/Profiles/40th/. 
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The Republicans led the charge to rewrite the rules that would allow former 
Confederate states back into the Union in late 1866 and early 1867.  Republicans 
believed that President Johnson’s approach was insufficient to secure black suffrage and 
other Republican aims across the nation.  Therefore, they posited that the Southern States 
needed to clear a higher bar to be readmitted. In the final days of that thirty-ninth 
Congress, the legislature introduced the First Reconstruction Bill, then overrode 
Johnson’s veto to enshrine it in law on March 2, 1867.  The “Act to Provide for the More 
Efficient Government of the Rebel States” first divided the former Confederate states 
(with the exception of Tennessee, which had already passed the Fourteenth Amendment 
and been readmitted in July 1866) into five military districts, for the act declared that “no 
legal State governments or adequate protection for life or property” existed in those 
states.  The Acts also required states to write new constitutions that guaranteed universal 
male suffrage and allow all men, regardless of race, to participate in the conventions held 
to write them.  Finally, the states had to ratify the Fourteenth Amendment.  After new 
members took office on March 4, the Republicans seized their opportunity to pass 
supplementary Reconstruction acts that expanded the powers of the generals who 
presided over the military districts.  By July 1867, the full Reconstruction Acts were in 
effect, and the South was in a wholly new arrangement of sovereignty as compared to the 
previous summer when Waud and Davis had covered the South for Harper’s Weekly.   
Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that the “Pictures of the South” series came to a 
halt on November 10, 1866 at the height of the election and its fallout.  After that, there is 
a pause in all Southern illustration and articles from Waud or Davis for a full month.  
When the Southern content from Waud and Davis does resume on December 8, 1866, it 
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is not as part of a series but rather as standalone special-interest pieces.  Some of the 
illustrations—including “Sketches on a Rice Plantation” on January 5, 1867 or “Scenes 
on a Cotton Plantation” on February 2, 1867—retain the character of the original Pictures 
of the South series, but without the header they cannot be seamlessly included into the 
record by the 1866 readers or by historians looking back on the content.   
Eventually, even the illustrations of the South from Waud and Davis from outside 
of the series petered out in early 1867.  The last article that specifically focused on a 
Southern location from Waud was another piece about New Orleans on March 9, 1867.  
He fixated almost entirely on the architecture, flora, and infrastructure of the city, but 
closes with the only mention of a person when he is describing unloading cargo.  He 
writes that there is “some negro who has succeeded in stealing a knowledge of reading 
standing by the gangway to note the marks and call the color of the flag to which it 
should be carried.”   Reports continued to come out of the South, though they were 
treated more as news items or special features than as part of a dedicated series by Waud 
and Davis; the two illustrators shifted the bulk of their reporting to events near their 
Northeastern homes, and their only travels were to report on the Far West. 
Why did the editors of Harper’s Weekly abandon such an intensive project at 
what proved to be a pivotal time in the Southern states?  It is possible that by early 1867 
the story of a recovering South was simply old news.  No longer were the ashes of 
destruction still smoldering; instead, they were gradually being buried under new 
buildings.  Or maybe the Republican triumph seemed to present a clear vision for 
Reconstruction where there hadn’t been before, and with that mission accomplished the 
coverage seemed less necessary.  It is also worth remembering that the legal context in 
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which Waud and Davis had reported on the South had shifted, reshaping the South that 
they sought to cover.  The South in the pages of Harper’s Weekly had been a South 
firmly tied to state identity—not to military districts.  The magazine propped up the hope 
that African Americans could rebuild the region—not military generals sent from the 
North.  Finally, it brought the commerce, citizens, and landscapes of the South to life as 
integral, if strained, parts of the United States—not as provisional places undergoing 
rehabilitation.  The South under Radical Reconstruction was not a place for the story 
Waud and Davis were telling, so the story ended when a new kind of South emerged.  
With the Radical Republicans at the helm, the greatest question soon turned from how the 
South would be rebuilt to how long President Johnson would stand in their way. 
By the end of the “Pictures of the South” series, the editors had fulfilled their short-
term needs of filling pages and had found a lucrative way to retain readers, paving the way 
for the periodical to succeed in a stronger and more competitive periodical market in the 
1870s.   Perhaps more importantly, the editors also had published what they hoped to be 
an enduring record of what the South was like in the early days of Reconstruction.  The 
editors now knew their record of the United States would extend past the conflict in Civil 
War to include an aftermath that was already proving to be contested and a recovery that 
was already proving to be uneven.   
Today, scholars treat Harper’s Weekly as the historical source the periodical 
positioned itself to be.  Revealing the dual goals of a retaining a readership in a politically 
volatile time and fashioning a record of Reconstruction makes the publication a more 
complicated, but ultimately richer, source.  Reading the content with an understanding of 
the pressures the house that produced and distributed it faced brings the careful wording of 
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each article into focus, for each of those articles does more than inform readers about 
current events.  The editors worked to retain their present Northern readers by capturing 
the romantic landscapes and unusual characters of the South, simultaneously aiming to 
secure their periodical’s significance for years to come.  Reading content from Harper’s 
Weekly from 1866 with a full understanding of the periodical’s aspirations allows a 
researcher to do more than raid its pages for eye-catching illustrations.  Instead, one can 
fully appreciate the container that today holds a “rich treasury for the historical 
investigator” as a powerful publication trying to find its place in rapidly changing United 
States. 91 
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